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Abstract

Nature is created by God, and man needs nature
to create art. If there is no nature then there is no art.
One of man's basic needs in life is nature and to be able
to exist in nature on natures terms and not so much on
mans terms. Man is just another living creature on this
planet and should not overwhelm the art nature has
created. Creating art or architecture in nature is spiritual
and opens creative mental doorways. Nature is art, and
art is liberated when created in nature because nature is
creation.

Architecture is a place for the creation and
creating of art Man needs an environment in nature to
create and to be creative. Therefore the need for
architecture in the naturally created environment and
conversely the need for nature brought into the manmade environment is obvious. Efforts man makes to
bring nature into his dwelling is what tells us how close
man needs to be to nature.

When nature is brought inside it also controls
temperature and humidity of the space. Being in nature
is a very basic need man must meet in order to exist as
humankind was meant to. With the natural environment
on the perimeter within grasp and able to be
experienced the natural environment is brought into the
man made environment.

That is, the natural environment will be controlled
or created by man into garden like areas that are part of
the man-made space. This idea of controlling nature is
not unlike creating nature itself Allowing man to live
with nature generates a very healthy and relaxing
environment for creativity.

So in short my philosophic ideas about this
locality are the following. God created nature and man
needs nature in order to liberate his creativity. Second,
man needs a natural environment in order to create and
to meet his basic human needs. Third, in order for man
to create at his very highest he depends upon the
escape that being in nature gives him. This is why man,
throughout architectural history, has always been so
dedicated to the garden, lawn, and the courtyard.

These philosophic ideas combined with more
pragmatic ideas of energy conservation and the use of
wind and solar energy. For example, the lucid idea of
buffering the direct sun on the west with less important
user functions. Is what will become a part of this center.
Another aide of the site is the use of a greywater on-site
irrigation system. These ideas will make this site more
earthfriendly and sensitive to the state that the
environment is in.

This is a philosophy of holistic living, a philosophy
that weaves its way through your whole life. What I am
talking about is an essentially Utopian concept that
strives to bring humanity into harmony with the natural
environment (1)

The functioning entity of the complex is essentially an
African-American multi-cultural art center with museums
and a small resident artist community. This built
environment along with these ideas of ecological
awareness is the vehicular means by which a final
product will be completed.
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Thesis Statement

A naturalization must be developed which can
ultimately come to the aid of the environmental chaos
that has been created. This architecture of naturalism
will harmonize with nature and become a gravity of
peace in the undeveloped streetscape of the area. This
Memorial Center will inevitably become a symbol of the
relation between man and nature.

This project, a Cultural Institute for the AfricanAmericans, will embody the culture and heritage of these
people, as well as help to revive interest in the AfricanAmerican forgotten West
In brief, the world of nature is considered not self
sufficient: It shows signs of dependence not only
among its parts mutually, but as a whole on something
beyond itself The dependent implies an independent
being. That independent and self sufficient being is
God. (2)

I propose to offer the built environment a sort of
architectural biology. This is a cure of the 20th century
problem of sick buildings. An environment that is
ecological. An environment that is spatially planed. One
that is of unadulterated natural materials. One that
emphasizes radiant heat and solar energy as well as a
self-regulating natural indoor humidity.

Introduction

The Cultural Center will aid in the cleansing of the
environment not only ecologically but also in a cultural
way. The center will bring pride to the community of the
area by educating the people of different cultural
backgrounds. Recognition of the diverse cultures of a
community binds that community together.

To understand the importance of recognizing the
forgotten contributions of African-Americans to the
west, one merely needs to imagine the enormous loss
resulting if suddenly the history of the African-American
disappeared. Gone forever would be that part of history
recognized as the most unique, the most typical of the
Old West Thousands and thousands of cowboys and
cavalrymen were African-American, and almost all
knowledge of the key roles they played in the
development of the West has somehow vanished.

Lubbock, as Hub of the South Plans and Heart of
West Texas, is one of the fastest growing cities in Texas
and in the Southwest However, the east portion of the
city, often referred to as the Black Community, has been
virtually left out of the city's economic development
efforts. Locating a national historic landmark, the

National Forgotten West Memorial (NFWM), in East
Lubbock will promote the unique image of the AfricanAmerican community and create economic development
in the City of Lubbock and the South Plains.

Thesis Case Studies

Museum

Art Community

Administration

Fine Arts Unit

Library

Museum

Traditionally, museums have preserved and
interpreted the material aspects of man and his
environment. Museums have been developed for a
variety of purposes. These institutions serve as
recreational facilities, educational resources, or as
points of civic pride and nationalism.

There are many different types of museums.
These institutions have diverse origins, as well as
varying philosophies, which make it difficult to classify
them. The most common types of museums are general
museums, art museums, history museums, and science
museums. Most general museums serve a region or
locality, and originated from the private collections of
the 18th, 19th, or early 20th century. Art museums are
traditionally comprised of paintings, sculpture, and
decorative art collections. The history museum
describes a wide variety of institutions where historic
collections are presented in order to give chronological
perspective. The science museum dates back to the
Enlightenment of Europe, and is concerned with natural
or applied sciences.

Modern museums are educational facilities,
sources of leisure, and tools of communication. The
formal and informal contributions museums make to
society create a sense of wonder, reality, stability, and
nostalgia.

Museum

Kohn Pederson

Fox

Brooklyn Museum Competition
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Kohn Pederson

Fox, William Pederson

The first comparison and case study is one of the
entries into the Brooklyn Museum of Art Design
Competition, a design by the firm of Kohn, Pederson,
and Fox. William Pederson AlA, partner in charge of
design, is an architect with more than twenty years
experience. Prior to the formation of Kohn, Pederson,
and Fox Associates, he was Vice President of John Cal
Warneke and Associates, and senior designer at l.M. Pei
& Partners and Pietro Beluschi.

This is what I believe to be a prime example of
what a museum wants to and should be. The dictionary
defines a museum as a place for learned occupation, an
institute devoted to the procurement, care, study, and
display of objects of lasting interest and value, a place
where objects are exhibited. Also a museum is a
repository for artifacts. As in all adaptable designs there
is always a problem to be solved. One of the biggest, if
not the biggest, problem of this design was to combine

the former designs ol the Brooklyn Museum of Art by
McKim, Mead, and White and later designs for the
adjacent Brooklyn Botanic Garden, into the semi-reality
of the design by Kohn, Pederson, and Fox while still
maintaining the original structure.
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Artist Community

Community Group Homes,
An Environmental Approach
New York, N.Y.
Maxine Wolfe,

Ph.D.

American life has long included communal
groups. In deciding to live together, members make a
commitment to the group, often sharing a common goal.
For many this goal was a shared philosophical or
religious view - a fundamental theology, a belief in the
intrinsic wickedness of the materialist world, the desire
to live in harmony with nature.

This study of community residential environments
is very helpful for the reason of its close relation to my
idea of the artists living environment The idea of the
group home is what I have envisioned as the structure
of what the artists' community would be.

According to Maxine Wolf a group home
refers to any community living arrangement for people
who might otherwise be consigned to institutions. It
includes lodges, apartments, halfway houses, community
residential facilities, and sponsor care homes. Group
homes does not refer to one particular approach to
running a community residential facility; rather, it includes
any community place that is intended to be a part of the
deinstitutionalization movement

1-4:?FIoorfplamfori5-resldent hoLise^for a commune.

1-6. Floor plan for 5-resident house for a co-op.

1-35.. A small table with chairs in addition to a large
kitchen table provides a choice of social spaces.

Figure 1-35 photographed from here.

1-36. Layout of kitchen shown in
figure 1-35.

1-33. Booths encourage group gatherings.
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Figure 1-33 photographed from here.

1-34. Layout of kitchen
shown In figure 1-33.

4-14. Screens or wardrobes can be used to partition shared rooms.

4-15. Circulation in shared rooms must be carefully
planned to allow all to come and go freely.

4-16. A shared social space with private sleeping
areas can allow for more than sleeping.

14-17. Small individual activity spaces can provide
individual control in a shared room.

4-18. Each roommate should have furnishings that
enable him or her to personalize the space.

Administration

Walter Scholer and Associates, Inc. Administration
Building
Purdue University
Walter Scholer

This was the first new structure to be designed in
the United States specifically to accommodate office
landscape. The university's decision to utilize this open
design concept was made in an effort to achieve
maximum flexibility, efficiency and adaptability to
change.

The administration building of the NFWM Center
is much like this administration in organizational,
operational and spatial requirements of the various
departments of the building. The design criteria for this
building served as a good example for the design criteria
ofthe NFWM Center.

Fine Arts Unit

John J. Flad & Associates
Fine Arts Unit
University of

Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

John J. Flad

The new units will provide facilities for the diverse
activities ofthe visual and performing arts of this rapidly
expanding university. The visual arts require spaces for
ceramics, sculpture, a foundry, painting, drawing,
weaving, art metal, graphics, studios, offices,
classrooms and display areas.

To meet the educational and site requirements,
the design developed into a building complex of four
units. These are the visual arts unit, performing arts
unit, instructional unit and existing music unit

Some artists prefer to work outdoors and many
prefer indoors. No matter where it is, a studio is the
most important element for an artist

It is a place where art is created and where an artist can
easily get inspired and be free to express themselves. It
is a place where an artist could be one with his work.

The artist's ideas, conceptions, visions, or
creative insights are his exclusively until stated through
his materials. The attributes and qualifications of
creative persons are most often descriptive of artists.
The creative attitude: Here we must judge and
infer from the actions. We say a creative attitude is
being manifested when the person acts as if he had a
set of dominant preferences or patterns of choice, such
that:
a. between novelty and sameness, he
prefers novelty;
b. between problem-solving and
formula-repetition, he prefers
problem-solving;
c. between adventure and security, he
prefers adventure; and
d. between individuality and
conformity, he prefers
individuality. (4)

:-:5 -

Library

Register, Ross & Burnet
Fogelson Library Center
Santa Fe, New

Mexico

Register, Ross & Burnet

The Fogelson Library Center consists of three
buildings around an open court overlooking the center
of the College of Santa Fe Campus. The present center
will eventually house a collection of 250,000 volumes in
the Principal

Library Building.

The Main Library Building is a three level structure
with two levels above grade and one level below grade.
One enters on the middle level, and can either go up or
down by means

of the large curved central staircase.

This building has columns on 30 foot centers both
ways, and cast-in-place concrete pan floor construction,
except for the roof, which is clear span precast concrete
tees of 90 feet

The exteriors of all the buildings are made of
concrete tee panels tilted onto concrete frames. The
face of these tees has rough vertical corrugations. An
adobe brown paint was used to achieve uniformity of
color and to tie in with the adjoining theater building.
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Annotated Bibliography

1. Hubert G. Alexander, The Idea ofthe Museum. Ed. by
Lares Aagaard-Magensen. (Lewiston, New York: The
Edwin Meller Press, 1988.

In several ways this book is a collection - and
hence for the topic is itself an appropriate exemplar
indeed. This text is a view on th Idea ofthe Museum
and its role in culture. The Museum is no staple
phenomenon.

2. John M. S. Allison, Courbet and the Naturalistic
Movement Ed. By George Boas. (Balitmore, MY: The
John Hopkins Press,1938)

This text was written to test a hypothesis about
the history of art: that any artistic movement spreads
beyond the limits of a particular art to the various nonartistic activities which characterize an epoch.

3. Richard Fairfield, Utopia U.S.A. (San Fransico, CA:
Alternatives Foundation, 1972).

This volume includes the visions and some ofthe
practices of people who don't necessarily live in Utopias

but they are certainly involved in the struggle. It is not
meant to be escape literature, to make you feel good
and then go on with your daily routine. It is meant to stir
you, to get you involved.

4. William Hocking, Types of Philosophy. (New York,
N.Y.: Charies Scribners Sons, 1959).

This book gave much useful insight into the
examination of naturalism because naturalism is the
relationships and philosophy of man to nature. Also the
text on naturalistic ethics became very useful in
formulating my thesis.

5. Linda Mason Hunter, The Healthy Home. Ed. by
Margaret Lydic Balitas. (Emmaus, PA: Rodale Press,
1989).

This text is a look ahead to the turn of another
century. Our houses are no longer healthy places to be.
It discusses how air, water, and consumer products
contain many dangerous substances that change our
moods, and contribute to depression. It states that a
natural home environment is a safe environment

6. Howard O. Krasnoff, Campus Buildings that Work.
Ed. By Linda Boring II Shishini. (Philadelphia, PA: North
American Publishing Co., 1972).

The purpose of this pictorial anthology is to
provide a visual statement ofthe current thinking of
architects in the institutions of higher learning. These
photographs, when compared to one's own situation,
provide contrasts between what is and measurements of
what could be.

7. John L. Kriken, Arts and City Planning. Ed by.
Robert Porter. (New York, NY: American Council for the
Arts, (1980).

The following pages set forth the substance ofthe
conference, and assemblage ofthe perspectives and
perceptions of nineteen major speakers at the Arts and
City Planning Conference at San Antonio. The
Conference was a time to explore it deals, to challenge
them, to understand each other, and to search for a
common ground.

8. Maxine Wolf, Community Group Homes. (New York
NY: Van Nostrant reinhold Company, 1985).

There are sc\eral aspects ofthe perspective and
contents of this book that make it a unique contribution
to the general understanding of our relationship to the
physical places in which we live and to the specific issue
of group living.

9. Ronnie L. Zakon, The Artist and the Studio.
(Cleveland Museum of Art, 1978).

This text is what is called a thematic catalog: one
which examines a body of material by searching for
unifying ideas, often drawing upon a vast reservoir of
images and cultural relationships to state is case
adequately.
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Context

Background

On August 23, 1977, members ofthe "Roots
Committee" requested that the Parks Board name a
section of Lubbock's Canyon Lake Six Area, "Roots
Park", and that a mural on the Black history of West
Texas be placed there. The Board expressed a general
feeling in opposition to naming the park "roots",
encouraged the group's research and decided to look
with favor toward the development of a Roots Mural.

In 1978, the Roots Committee dramatized the
opulent African-American history ofthe area by
reenacting Nolan's Lost Exhibition, where a group of
Black Calvary men survived four and a half days without
food and water on the wicked West Texas Plains by
drinking the blood and urine of their dying horses.
National response to the reenactment animated the
expansion of the scope of the project to include the
history ofthe African-Americans in the frontier ofthe
American West, and also served to excite committee
leaders.

In 1979, the Roots Committee incorporated to
become the Lubbock Roots Historical Arts Council Inc.
or LRHAC and obtained tax exempt status from the
Internal Revenue Service. That same year, the Roots
Council went back to the Parks Board and asked that a
portion ofthe Canyon Lakes be named for Estevan
Durantes, an African Slave, turned conquistador, who
explored West Texas and the Southwest during the early
1750's. He became the first non-native American to
travel through what is today the American Southwest
searching for the seven cities of gold. The Parks Board
approved and the City Council designated 2.7 acres east
of Quirt and South of Lake Six as the Estevanico
Historical Area.

During the 1980's, the Roots Council initiated
numerous arts and humanities projects including talent
showcases, art and history scholarships, black history
tours of Texas high school students, and oral history
interviews with the living descendants of famous Black
figures in the history ofthe early American West

At this time the committee also identified Lubbock
sculptor. Eddie Dixon as project artist and encouraged
Dixon to begin sculpting Black heroes ofthe Old West
Dixon soon developed a national reputation as a western
artist and his Black West Series was soon found in
museums and private collections throughout the
country. In 1989, the Department ofthe Interior
commissioned Dixon to sculpt the National Buffalo
Soldier Monument in Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. In
1986, the Roots Council received a grant from the
Lubbock City Council to produce a project replica ofthe
proposed 30-foot-tall and 300-foot-long Forgotten West
Memorial. The 800-pound replica ofthe Memorial toured
Texas and other locations during the state's
Sesquicentennial. Before the replica completed its tour
and was placed in the Texas Tech Museum, it had been
viewed by over 40,000 people including Alex Haley, Rev.
Jesse Jackson, the Texas Governor Ann Richards, the
Director ofthe National Park Service, and the National
Association of Black Journalists. This new exposure
generated articles in magazines and newspapers
throughout the states.

During the late 1980's, the Roots Council's
activities consisted primarily of networking with various
concerned individuals and organizations, including the

Congressional Black Caucus, and the National Comin'
Home to America's Roots Celebration Inc. This
implemented the beginnings of a national network of
organizations and individuals interested in helping to
achieve the project's success.

Finally in 1991, the West Texas Steering
Committee ofthe National Memorial Park Project was
organized for the purpose of developing the project
plan, obtain suitable property for the National Forgotten
West Memorial Park, and to implement the
organizational framework for the National Forgotten
West Memorial

Center.

Context Issues

1. Education ofthe people about the African-American in
the West.

2. To establish the center as a place of pride for the east
Lubbock Community and beyond.

3. The commitment of this place as an interpretive
center which plays an active interpretive role.

4. Parking is a problem at the site. Most parking is in the
basement with a few spaces along Redbud Avenue and
East 24th Street

5. To give an entertainment point to the community and
focus of interest for the community youth.

Human Context

The building center is located in east Lubbock
where there is a big need for development to support
the population which has settled there. The center will
act as a symbol ofthe black culture ofthe East Lubbock
area. This center is a celebration of the AfricanAmerican heritage. It will serve as a valuable tool in the
educating ofthe public about the history of their black
brothers.
Similarly, education should not be confined to
large remote schools where children see little ofthe
actual life of their town. The magic of the community is
where people of all ages and backgrounds can mingle
freely. (3)

Cultural Context

Culture(kul-chur) is defined as the customs and
civilization of a particular people or group by the Oxford
American Dictionary.

The purpose is to analyze the cultural aspects of
this area of Lubbock. My view is to give a place of pride,
education, and cultural awareness to Lubbock and this
area. The Center will be a venue for tourists, regular
users and resident artists and employees.

Psychologic Context

The most basic need of a human is to feel
comfortable. The space which I have intended will allow
for the maximum admittance of indirect natural light 1
propose to bring the nature into man and, as stated in
my thesis, to bring man to the nature. When man is
aware ofthe natural environment and it is easily
accessible, the man is more at ease.

Privacy and personal space are essentially two
attributes to the study of environmental psychology. It is
the first of my concerns. Privacy is an interaction
concept and a learned sensitivity of needs to escape the
presence of others. Personal space when invaded by
someone is uncomfortable.

Robert Somer describes personal space as a
"physical state :.... emotionally charged zone around
you... which has to regulate the spacing of individuals
"and secondly as the"... process by which people mark
out and personalize the spaces they inhibit". (4)

Built Context

The shell ofthe building center will be of concrete
panel and concrete masonry unit, recycled if available.
These are some ofthe most abundant materials and will
aid in the estimating of construction costs. The interior
ofthe space will be fully operable. That is, the users will
be able to adapt the screen walls to their liking. The
only fixed spaces are the plumbing, mechanical, and the
vertical circulation spaces.

The workshop should not be overwhelming or
people will find it hard to self govern.
At the same time ample opportunity for individuals
to obtain privacy and respite. Park areas should be
scattered generously to allow everyone easy access to
quiet settings. (5)

Natural Context

My intention is to provide maximum interaction
with nature for the users of this center. I feel that the
majority of sunny days in Lubbock can be utilized by
organizing the fenestration to follow the path ofthe suns
rays. Also the exterior walls facing the north will be
limited in fenestration to increase the protection ofthe
space against

the cold north winds.

In addition a natural environmentally safe
Greywater recycling system, for on-site facilities, will be
used.
Greywater reusing to irrigate some types of plants
and crops trees, flowers and above ground vegetation is
an environmentally sound gardening practice. (6)
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Activity Analysis

1.

View and experience ofthe art work.

2.

Socialization ofthe users in contact

3.

Education of the users about African-American
Art and Culture

4.

Educating through study.

5.

Artist Studio workshops.

6.

Administration ofthe center.

7.

Viewing and experience of the Water Garden
with the Memorial Relief in the background.

8.

The relaxing sensation that the greenery brings
in the botanic garden.

9.

The essentiality of man socializing around the
shopping and

selling of goods.

Performance Concept

The design performance ofthe center is
characteristic ofthe design and its performance
adequacy. This center is one which is in close relation
with nature and the performance ofthe spaces both
interior and exterior depends on how this Center will
relate to the

natural characteristics of the area.

This is done by orientation of buildings in the
general direction of the suns paths and by limiting the
openings to the north. Also if a room does not have
windows on two sides the poor light quality will deter
people from wanting to spend time there. (7)
On site rainwater runoff will be recycled which aids the
drainage system of Lubbock.

Primary Activity

Exhibition Space
Gallery
Administrative/Cultural
Education
Library

Exhibition Space: The museum is the focus ofthe area
for the Memorial Center. The memory ofthe AfricanAmericans at the time is displayed here with works of
history, art,

and other permanent art installations.

Gallery: The gallery is a space intended for the display
of more modern pieces of art The gallery is set up to
sell the works of art which are created and refined in the
on-site studios.

Administration: The Memorial administration building
near the main entrance houses offices for the director
and assistant director as well as the cultural center
director and assistant director.

Education: Education is one ofthe primary goals of this
center. Education exists at two levels. One is the
instruction to the users or visitors ofthe complex who
will be tutored in the African-American culture. The
other involves the methods used in developing a piece
of art from the artist standpoint used to educate the
young artisans.

Library: The library is for research as well for casual
utilization. With that in mind the periodicals will be near
the entrance for the more brief visitor. Furthermore the
African-American library contains extensive collections
of books related to African-American Western history
and culture for the people that wish to study this. The
library will house archives and research rooms for
lengthy study.

Dormitory: Community is important for the artist to
exchange ideas and criticism which will be beneficial.
The rooms are set up for l-IO students to spend time on
site learning and creating their creative abilities. This
center will accommodate these students with workshops
in fine and crafty art styles.

Secondary Activity

Water Garden
Botanic Garden
Multi-Shop Bizarre
Studio

Water Garden: With the canyon lake well within the
grasp ofthe site the implementation of water into the
site proper is inevitable. The water elements of the site
are dominated by the water fall and ponds which frame
the Eddie Dixon Memorial sculpture.

Botanic Garden: This encompasses the space on the
east and west sides ofthe site. These gardens give a
nice intermediate space for the person entering off
Redbud street These gardens can also be utilized as
community vegetable gardens if the need is expressed.

Multi-Shop Bizarre: This is what is sometimes termed
the heart or rather the middle of the center. This space
will accommodate all handicrafts related to the AfricanAmerican culture as well as art pieces which the gallery
has opted to display in shops.

Studio: Studios involve not only painting but also
sculpture, drafting and music. These studios are places
of creating and are very accessible to nature. This
becomes important since the artist must be able to
escape to the open air in order to rethink and to
motivate his creativity.

Spatial Analysis

Consideration

List:

Entry Ways
Pacing
Circulation
Spatial Consideration
Art Presentations

Entry Ways: The entry is very important for the
orientation ofthe new visitor. Nature flows from outside
to inside through the entry points.

Pacing: The art is organized in corridors which can be
easily perceived by the users. The pacing ofthe exhibits
is always loose in the beginning spaces, tighter in the
middle parts and then loose again toward the end of a
particular exhibit

Circulation Spaces: The private and public circulation
spaces within interiors is always separate. This is to
achieve the free-flowing aspect needed for the public
circulation. The circulation paths are easily perceived
for the user with no termination in odd corners. The
terminations exist in the (great) halls and lobbies ofthe
center.

Spatial Considerations: The grand gallery spaces are
usually larger than human scale because ofthe height of
some of the exhibits. These spaces allow the user to
wonder and reflect The other spaces become more
humane and closer to the correct scale. These spaces
comfort the user and make one at ease.

Presentation: The presentation ofthe art and artifacts is
one of deep importance. The art should, when possible,
be bathed by indirect sunlight The art is, at night and in
the evening, invariably going to be lighted with soft light
These presentations are paced in accordance ofthe size
ofthe art piece and the time needed to view the piece.

Association With Activities

Art Workshops - These spaces will be both indoor and
outdoor in the case of large scale art works. These
spaces are easily accessed from outside to inside away
from the main

public centers.

Administration - This area is, as before, a fully
adaptable interior to suit the users ever changing needs.
The interior clearly distinguishes the private employee
space from the public areas.

Research— This is one ofthe more private activities for
the public. It involves collection and documentation of
literature for those who wish to analyze.

Education - Education ofthe patron about the AfricanAmerican heritage is conveyed. Also the life long
knowledge of resident artists is shared with the fellow
artists of the center.

Site Analysis

The proposed project is to be located on the
southern rim ofthe Canyon at Quirt Avenue in Ea.st
Lubbock. The Memorial Center is situated at the
southeastern corner of Quirt Avenue And East 24th
Street Adjacent to the Brazos River, known as the
Coronado Addition. The site for the architectural
complex is a 670 x 332 foot rectangular highland area
near the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Area. The
proposed Memorial Park is immediately adjacent to the
memorial Center along both sides ofthe Brazos River.
This river front, or canyon front land, is owned by the
city for open space and park development The ground
elevation ofthe Memorial Center is about 30 feet above
the lower park land.

Quirt Avenue is a major north-south atrial directly
from the project site to the Lubbock International Airport
via downtown, about a 10 minute drive. The site for the
Memorial Center is bordered west by Quirt Avenue,
south by East 24th Street, east by Redbud Avenue, and
north

adjacent to Canyon Lake park land. The land at the
south of East 24th is occupied by a church and many
single family houses. East ofthe site is undeveloped
land. Many coniferous and deciduous trees and bushes
are scattered around the project site. Being elevated on
highland above the canyon lake front and Quirt Avenue,
the architectural complex on the Memorial Center will
face a unique open view to the canyon and create a
national landmark for the purpose of attracting people.
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Section 4:

Space Association

Space Allocation Summary

Detailed Space Relationships

Detailed Space Description

Space Allocation Summary

1. Central Administration Office

Sq.ft

Entrance Lobby/Reception Room

400-500

Executive Director

150-200

Assistant Director

120-150

Secretary Office

100-120

General Office

200-300

Conference/Meeting Room

500-600

Staff Lounge

120-150

Kitchenette
Washroom

80-100
150-200

Janitor Room

80-100

Utility Room

80-100

Storage Room

100-120

2. Information Center
Information Offices

200-300

Exhibition Room

300-400

Gift Shop

400-500

3. Cultural And Heritage Center
Executive Director

150-200

General Offices (3)

200-250

Meeting Room

300-400

Washrooms

100-150

Storage Room

150-200

4. Auditorium/Lecture Hall

700-900

5. Studio Center
Outdoor Studio

400-450

Work Shop

200-300

Modeling Room

150-200

Individual Studio

100-150

Sculpture Technician

150-200

Washrooms

150-200

Storage Room

100-150

Dormitory Rooms (5-10)

150-200

Eating Area

200-250

6. Museum/Gallery Space

4500-5000

Detailed Space Relationships

Site Layout
Main Entrance/Exits
Traffic Circulation/Parking Facilities
Architectural Elements/Built-up areas
Landscape Elements/Open Spaces
Water Elements/Waterfront Areas
Relief Sculpture/Project Focus

Administration Complex
Main Gate/Administrative Office
Visitor Center/Information Office
Multipurpose Auditorium/Meeting Rooms

Outdoor Establishments
Amphitheater
Sculpture Courtyard
Botanic Garden
Riverfront Park

Detailed Space Description

Entrance Gate- The main entrance to the Memorial
Center is better located on 24th Street The gate should
create a symbol ofthe Memorial representing the
cultural heritage ofthe African-Americans in the West

Land Use- Since the project site for the Memorial Center
is small, the design of its architectural and landscaped
spaces may need to adopt a compact layout and the
underground space should be utilized.

Traffic Circulation- Automobile and pedestrian traffic
should be clearly separated in between the Memorial
Complex and the Canyon.

Memorial Relief Sculpture- The Memorial relief is a large
landmark sculpture at a size of 300x30 feet facing north
to the Canyon. The relief will depict the contributions of
the African-Americans to the Early American West

Administration Complex- The memorial administration
building near the main entrance houses offices ofthe
Director and Assistant Director of both the Cultural
Center and the Administrative Complex. A multipurpose
auditorium and information center may be attached.

Museum Complex- The Museum is the focal area of the
Memorial Center in memory ofthe African-American
heroes in all areas and times, which will display their
works of history, art, scientific specimens, and other
permanent displays. The Museum may be combined
with the Art Gallery and the Auditorium into one
complex.

Art Gallery-The Art Gallery is an open hall or exhibition
room which is provided in coordination with the Museum
and Library, as well as with the outdoor sculpture
garden.

Library- The African-American Library contains an
extensive collection of books related to AfricanAmerican Western history and culture for people who
want to reclaim the past and move into the future. The
library will include archives and research rooms.

Archives- The Archive is a storage of personal papers,
both organizational and institutional, and manuscripts
relating to the African-American living experience in the
west and Black movements from the earliest history to
the present day.

Research Rooms- Public reading rooms and research
rooms are provided in the library for those who intend to
do general reading and private research.

Auditorium- A small multipurpose Auditorium of some
400 seats with small meeting rooms is to be provided for
sponsoring lectures, workshops, and meetings.

Water Garden- By utilizing the abundant water supply
within the Canyon lake and Brazos River, a water garden
could be constructed. The design of various waters to
tie the Memorial Center, Memorial Park, and Canyon will
create a unique image and attraction to the project for
the city.

Botanical Garden- Lubbock does not have a recognized
botanical garden. Establishing such a park is unique to
Lubbock and incorporating African-American history
into the plant life within the Canyon environment creates
additional tourist appeal.

Sculpture Garden- The creative sculpture garden will
provide collection space for the resident artists. Large
scale and massive weight sculpture will be displayed in
an open space which is located in or near the Memorial
Center.

Tours- Any person or group may come for a first hand
look at history, art, and images. Tours are given to
share knowledge and resources ofthe staff and artists
with the visitors in the Center.

Section 5:

Cost Analysis

Project Income

Project Cost

Method And Justification

Goals And Objectives

Project Statement

Project Income

The National Forgotten West Memorial will be
supplemented financially by the sales of culturally
related goods. The central plaza will supplement the
income for the project The shops ofthe plaza will bring
in revenue for the center by sales of various AfricanAmerican craft shops.

The art-gallery will house new artists work as well
as travelling artists' exhibits. All ofthe works and
installations will be for sale to the general public, further
supplementing the project income. Also, the
administration ofthe Center will seek public grants, and
ideally the fine art museum will charge a small admission
fee.

Project Cost

Exhibition/Gallery space:

Lovi Avg.

Avg.

$/sq.ft.
General Conditions

5.15

5.38

Foundations

2.52

2.69

Floors and Grade

2.52

2.69

Roofing

2.52

2.69

Exterior Walls

8.95

9.55

Partitions

7.73

8.24

Wall Finishes

4.59

4.90

Floor Finishes

5.20

5.55

Ceiling Finishes

2.60

2.77

HVAC

9.72

10.36

Plumbing

6.04

6.45

Electrical

7.34

7.83

81.65

86.98

6000

6000

$489,900

$521,880

Cost/Sq.ft.
Total Sq.ft.
Total Cost

Educational Space:

Low Avg.

Avg.

$/sq.ft.
General Conditions

4.95

5.26

Foundations

1.95

2.08

Floors on Grade

1.78

1.90

.93

.99

Exterior Walls

6.37

6.77

Partitions

5.86

6.23

Wall Finishes

3.74

3.97

Ceiling Finishes

2.89

3.07

15.28

16.25

7.39

7.86

Electrical

11.12

12.01

Cost/Sq.ft.

89.85

95.56

2750

2750

Roofing

HVAC
Plumbing

Total Sq.ft.
Total Cost

$247,087

$262,790

tot.sq.ft
Main Lobby

avg.$/sq.ft

tot.cost

400--500

65..00

$29,250

1000--1500

65..00

$97,500

Security

200--250

37,.00

$7,400

Maintenance

400--375

35..20

$13,200

Restrooms

500--800

37..00

$18,500

1000--2000

40..00

$80,000

Admin. Offices

Circulation

Total

$232,650

Total Building Cost
$521,880
$262,880
$232,650

$1,117,410.00

Method and Justification

The city of Lubbock and Lubbock Cultural Affairs
Council Grants program is designed to provide local
cultural organizations with financial support for projects
representing a significant effort toward the promotion of
the arts and humanities in Lubbock and contributing to
Lubbocks growing reputation as a regional cultural and
entertainment

center.

The National Forgotten West Memorial Center
intends to meet these general requirements set forth by
the Cultural Affairs Council. The Center has the
potential to increase the awareness ofthe arts and
humanities. The Center with its focus on the forgotten
African-Americans ofthe west contributes to the
richness ofthe community and to the regional
awareness. The entertainment that the (NFWM) Center
offers the adjacent boys club, neighborhood, visitors,
and the entire community will enrich the cultural unity
that the community of Lubbock can thrive on.

Goals and Objectives

To encourage communion between the artists which will
better facilitate the exchange of ideas about art and life.

To give the artist a place in nature where his mind can
open and become more creative thus letting it unclog
his creative pathways.

To facilitate the awareness of members ofthe
community about their cultural background and the art
that is involved within their heritage.

To establish the center as a local for artists from across
the country to come and exchange philosophies.

The buildings should exist in the natural environment
enforcing the

early ideas about naturalism.

To provide interactive spaces that give a sense of
communion through which all users experience unity
regardless the race, color, or creed.

To estabhsh a space with articulation and interpretive
spatial, relationships which allow the user to fully
experience the activities ofthe space.

To facilitate the construction and growth of this center in
a low-tox method of production and to ecologically
balance problems of pollution.

To achieve and maintain a healthy environment through
ecological awareness and reconciliation between nature
and technology.

Project Statement

The Center will substantially contribute to the
cultural awareness and added richness ofthe
community. The arts will play a very active role in the
center with finished pieces as well as those in creation
displayed. This project has become what could be
termed an environmentally conscious architecture. That
is, the Center will play an active role in the termination of
waste pollution in the environment and the utilization of
its own on site waste water (greywater) for the
vegetation on site. With these ideas relating to natural
environmental conservation, the Center aids in the
future protection ofthe environmental elements from
further pollution.
Cycles, niches, edges, and guilds are extremely
important concepts. For instance, in a natural, state,
where there is no domestic grazing, wood gathering, ar
other human interference, you almost never see a tree
growing by itself There may be scrubby bushes, wild
flowers, mushrooms, other small trees, all growing under
the same canopy ofthe large tree. (8)

The key concepts have become more clear. This
Center is a natural, earth-friendly, community. Which is
to be composed of natural materials so the public health
will not be at risk and helps to prevent the pollution of
the air, land, and water. In addition to improving the
overall community through these actions the complex
will be involved in the education of recycling, the fresh
air, on site water, and the preservation ofthe land.
These methods are urgent and must be implemented in
order to conserve the environment
If Greywater is used for the (NFWM) center, follow
these rules at all times:
Greywater should not be used for direct
consumption.
Greywater should not be placed where it may
come into contact with potable drinking water.
Greywater should not be place directly on any
thing that may be eaten.
Greywater should not be allowed to pond on the
surface ofthe ground or run off the property. (9)

Endnotes

1. Linda Mason Hunter. The Healthy Home. Ed. by
Margaret Lydic Balitas. (Emmaus, PA: Rodale Press,
1989), 8.

2. William Hocking, Types of Philosophy. (New York,
NY: Charies Scribners Sons, 1959), 24.

3. Christopher Alexander, A Pattern Language. (New
York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1977), 26.

4. Robert Somer, Personal Space. (Englewood, NJ:
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1969), VIII.

5. Alexander,

A Pattern Language. 26.

6. Art Ludwig, "Reducing the Waste Stream (Turning
Garbage Into Gold)," The Good Life. (May 5, 1992), 28.

7. Alexander,

A Pattern Language. 40.

8. Ibid., 56.

9. Ludwig, The Good Life. 28.
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Qossary Of Isrm
True Altltude-The angle between the rays of
the sun and a horizontal plane.
Angle of Incidence-The angle between the
sun's rays and face of the building.
Bearing (Azimuth)-The angle of the sun from
True South. True South, rather than
True North, is used because southern
orientation is the one to be considered
in northern latitudes.
Normal to Window—A line perpendicular to
the plane of the window.
Profile Angle—The angle between Normal
to Window and the rays of the sun
perpendicular to the window plane.
Profile Angle must be determined in
order to compute position and dimensions of shading devices.
Overhang—A roof extension or other horizontal device above a window to
intercept the rays of the sun. to provide
protection from the elements or for
aesthetics.
Lateral Control—A vertical projection from a
building to provide protection from the
elements.
Shading Device—A device positioned to
intercept the rays of the sun. Some
examples are roof overhangs, vertical
fins, Venetian blinds and draperies.
Sun Time—Hours based on the Position of
the Sun. Solar noon is the instant the
sun reaches its maximum altitude for
that day. The bearing of the sun at this
moment is True South.
Position of the Sun—The true altitude and
bearing of the sun at the geographic
location being studied.
True South (North)-Direction based on the
geographic north and south poles.
Magnetic South (North)-Direction based on
the magnetic north pole.
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